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APPLE’S NOT THINKING DIFFERENT
Marketer’s iPhone strategy isn’t all that new:Spending big,then scaling back already worked for iPod

By BETH SNYDER BULIK

HOW THE LAUNCHES OF THE IPOD, IPHONE AND RAZR STACK UP

bbulik@adage.com

SPENDING

STRATEGY

IPOD

$28.3M
for fourth quarter
of 2001 (launched
October)

$4.4M

$399
then/ranges from
$79 to $349 today

for all of 2002,
according to TNS.
Last year:
$125 million.

IPHONE

$10M
January.-March
2007.

$499
and $599 versions,
both with two-year
contract from AT&T

$3.8M

RAZR

nothing about the iPhone so far
has seemed typical—yet its longawaited launch coming this week
may well be.
If you use Apple’s iPod as barometer, the iPhone should follow a
tried-and-true marketing path:
heavy spending upfront for awareness; a decrease in reach and frequency to give consumers a chance
to buy and experiment; and gradual
adjustments to marketing volume
as warranted by the sales curve.
When it introduced the iPod in
2001, Apple unleashed an all-out
marketing and public-relations
blitz, spending $28 million in just
three months to demonstrate to
users how the device worked. The
next year it scaled back spending on
iPod to $4 million.
So far,Apple hasn’t strayed from
that model. The iPhone launch began with a barrage of prime-time
commercials and plenty of presale
PR hype.TV ads again have a subtle
how-to feel.
By sticking to a proven strategy,
the iPhone is likely to avoid the undesirable fate of Motorola’s Razr,
which was initially priced similarly
to iPhone at $499. Product extensions mostly consisted of new colors,
and prices had to be dropped fairly
quickly to maintain brisk sales.

$499
with two-year
contract with
Cingular

CONTRIBUTING: ALICE Z.
CUNEO, BRADLEY JOHNSON

from June 2004
through July 2005,
according to TNS.
Seems small, but
don’t forget Cingular
also promoted the
Razr heavily in its
own ads.

INTRODUCTORY ADS

EARLY HYPE

COMPETITION

The early pitch was all about music and
fun. Cutting-edge tunes and hip
characters have pushed “songs in your
pocket” from the beginning. However,
since the MP3-player category was still in
its infancy, Apple’s iPod first marketing
focused on its unique design and
features such as the scroll flywheel.

Guy at an Apple
computer—with the
now-signature funky
song playing—scrolling
through iTunes, then
downloading to his
iPod. He puts in
headphones, does a
quick dance breakdown
and leaves.

“Apple lacks the
richness of Sony’s
product offering,”
and new launches
are “risky,”
commented
Technology
Business
Research’s Tim
Deal. Ahem.

Creative
Technology
owned the MP3player market in
2001. This past
January, Creative
launched its first
accessory for the
“Made for iPod”
licensing group.

Word-of-mouth has been the main vehicle,
valued at up to $400 million. In Piper
Jaffray’s annual teen survey, more than
84% had heard of the iPhone, and a 25%
said they would pay $500 for it. The
strategy takes a more serious approach
than the fun and flip tack for iPod, with black
backgrounds, tight product shots,
minimalist music and an almost educational
style showcasing how the iPhone works.

Hello. Repeated
30-plus times by a
variety of film and TV
stars from
generations past and
present. Aired only
during the Oscars.

“The iPhone is all
about cachet and
style. And it is
expensive,” said
Jupiter Research
analyst Emily Riley.

Everybody. The
competition
ranges from
business buyers
of Treos and
BlackBerries to
the 80 million
cellphones with
music capabilities
in the U.S.

From the name of the product to the
marketing terminology to the visuals
used in the ads, all played up the sleek,
groundbreaking clamshell design. PR
and word-of-mouth played big roles
early.

Hello, Moto.

“It’s the most iconic
phone line in a
decade,” Geoff
Kehoe, senior
director-brand
communication,
Motorola, told Ad
Age.

Nokia was No. 1 in
the global
cellphone market
before Razr. Razr
helped Motorola
take No. 2, selling
more than
1 million phones in
six months.

AD AGE’S DATACENTER BREAKS DOWN THE GROWTH OF IPOD AND ITUNES
Apple launched the $399 iPod in October 2001 with heavy advertising, but ad spending in proportion to volume tumbled over time. A high-end iPod now retails for $349,
but Apple has generated volume with lower-price models; Apple now gets an average $160 per iPod. While unit volume is growing, Apple last quarter saw its first year-onyear decline in iPod revenue. But iPod is more than just its hardware; iPod helps sell iTunes downloads, Macintosh computers, Apple TV—and now iPhone.

U.S.

WORLDWIDE

IPOD, ITUNES AND
ACCESSORIES REVENUE

IPOD
UNIT SALES

IPOD MEASURED
AD SPENDING

AD DOLLARS PER
IPOD SOLD

IPOD, ITUNES AND
ACCESSORIES REVENUE

IPOD
UNIT SALES

AVERAGE REVENUE
PER IPOD SOLD

ITUNES AND ACCESSORIES
REVENUE PER DOLLAR
OF IPOD REVENUE

2001

$26M

69,000

$28M

$408.33

$46M

125,000

$368

0¢

2002

106M

272,000

4M

15.77

186M

475,000

375

4

2003

349M

846,000

39M

45.97

599M

1.5M

358

15

2004

1.58M

4.9M

88M

18.00

2.67B

8.3M

274

18

2005

4.47B

19.2M

124M

6.45

7.45B

32.0M

195

19

2006

6.14B

27.9M

125M

4.48

10.23B

46.4M

177

25

Q1
2007

1.41B

6.3M

14M

2.26

2.34B

10.5M

160

39

20012007

14.07B

59.4M

422 M

7.11

23.52B

99.3M

193

23

For calendar years (numbers rounded). U.S. revenue and U.S. unit sales are Ad Age estimates. Measured spending excludes paid search. Sources: Ad Age DataCenter analysis, Apple filings, TNS Media Intelligence.

